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SI No Equipment Quantity Remarks 
1 SONY PXW-Z150 VIDEO CAMERA 1 
2 NIKON D750 DSLR 24-120 4G LENS 1 
3 NIKON 7100 OLD PHOTO CAMERA 1 
4 SONY HANDY CAMERA 1 
5 SIMPLEX TRIPOD 650 1 
6 SIMPLEX VIDEO LIGHT 1 
7 NIKON D750 BATTERY 1 
8 SSONY Z150 BATTERY 1 
9 GODEXFLASH I 
10 SANDISK SD CARDS 64GB WITH 150 4 

MBPS 
11 LIGHT ST AND BAG 1 
12 FLASH BATIERYS with Charger 4 
13 SIMPLEX LED LIGHT I 

Hardware equipment List 

Media Centre has been established in 2015 to cater the needs of e-content 
development, graphical design work and news coverage. It is headed by a Centre Head and 
consists of a team of 7 members which include photographer, Videographer, one video 
editor, two graphics designers and two content developers for the development of e-content 
with the state of art photo and video cameras along with the necessary video editing software. 

In 2015, 52 smart boards were installed at various class rooms and used to project the 
e-content effectively in class rooms with good audio and ICT enabled system. Media Centre 
has developed more than 1000 hours of video content from the last 5 years for all 
undergraduate courses. Along with this, it has also recorded all the events happening within 
the campus including Convocations, Important National day events, cultural festivals, 
Conferences and workshops and edited videos are preserved in hard disks. 

Due tothe recent Covid-19 pandemic situation, we have completely shifted to online 
classes and in this process we have established a quick ad-hoc based 32 e-recording facilities 
with webcam and audio recording at all the departments of the university for lecture 
capturing system. Along with this we have established 5 state of art of lecture capturing 
systems with Smartboards and cameras for e-content recording. Recently we have added 
another 5 state of art technology light boards, for delivering the theoretical subject video 
lectures with an equivalent class room teaching. 

Apart from the e-content development, media centre provides the graphical designs 
for brochures, study materials, various festival flexi designs and the news coverage about the 
university both in print and electronic media. 

The details of the hardware and software components available at the media centre are as 
follows: 
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